The Strongest Asphalt Cutters to Get the Job Done!

Model 170 Scarifier Mount
Use existing scarifier/ripper mount. Quick and easy mounting. Can be left mounted when not in use. Utilizes entire weight of motor-grader for deep penetration. Ripper teeth do not have to be moved, so just by removing asphalt cutter you’re ripping in minutes.

Model: 170S
Retail Price: $2800
Dealers Cost: $2100

Medium Duty
Designed to fit loader and backhoe buckets up to Tractor/Loader/Backhoe size units.
Model: 140BM
Retail Price: $1990
Dealers Cost: $1493

Heavy Duty
Designed to fit loaders up to 3 cubic yards and Excavators up to 1 cubic yard.
Model: 185BM
Retail Price: $2990
Dealers Cost: $2243

Severe Service
Designed for the most demanding applications on loaders 3 cubic yards and up, and Excavators 1 cubic yard and up. Chromium tipped blade standard. Additional gusseting is added inside and out.
Model: 190BM
Retail Price: $4600
Dealers Cost: $3450

Hydraulic Mount
Hydraulic Mount Regulate depth of cut and down pressure. Quick connects in less than a minute. Ideal for utility tractors and other units.
Model: 200HM
Retail Price: $6900
Dealers Cost: $5175

Model 170 Scarifier Mount
Use existing scarifier/ripper mount. Quick and easy mounting. Can be left mounted when not in use. Utilizes entire weight of motor-grader for deep penetration. Ripper teeth do not have to be moved, so just by removing asphalt cutter you’re ripping in minutes.

Model: 170S
Retail Price: $2800
Dealers Cost: $2100

Extreme Service Moldboard Mount
Pivots behind moldboard, cuts a straight edge regardless of angle of moldboard. Allows cutting around curves. Operator’s view is completely unobstructed. Unit dismounts in less than one minute. Can be taken to any job site and mounted on any motor-grader. For use on: loaders, tractors, etc. with extra Lug Mounting Kits.
Model: 160MB
Retail Price: $4600
Dealers Cost: $3450
Asphalt Cutter Backhoe
Quick Couple Mount
With Asphalt Cutter directly below the boom exceptional productivity is achieved.
Allows going from asphalt cutting to bucket work in 2 minutes.
Asphalt Cutter Backhoe Model: 135SS
Retail Price: $3600
Dealers Cost $2700

Skid Steer Mount
Designed for trimming, patching and general cutting of asphalt.
Model: 135SS
Retail Price: $3600
Dealers Cost $2700

Extreme Service Asphalt Cutter
Designed for large rippers, such as 14G Cat Grader.
Model: 175R
Retail Price: $6900
Dealers Cost: $5175

Loader Mount
Extreme Service for all integrated tool carriers, front mount motor graders, and wheel loaders.
Model: 100
Retail Price: $6900
Dealers Cost: $5175

Side Shooter
Ideal cutter for side profiling and cutting shoulders.
Flush mount external or internal on bucket, blades or moldboards
Quick connect in less than one minute.
Model: BSM140
Retail Price: $2900
Dealers Cost: $2175

Cutter Wheels
Attachments International has developed its own high manganese alloy steel which under all conditions will double blade life.
“Tiger-jaw” serrated blades allow penetration of high density asphalt.
BLADES AVAILABLE FOR ALL COMPETITIVE CUTTERS

AC/18-18-16 Standard Cutting Wheel 16"
Retail Price: $750
Dealers Cost: $563

AC/18-18 Standard Cutting Wheel 18"
Retail Price: $850
Dealers Cost: $638

AC/20-20 Standard Cutting Wheel 20"
Retail Price: $1150
Dealers Cost: $863

AC/18-17-16 Chromium Cutting Wheel 16"
Retail Price: $990
Dealers Cost: $743

AC/18-17 Chromium Cutting Wheel 18"
Retail Price: $1200
Dealers Cost: $900

AC/18-19-16 Tiger Jaw Serrated Chromium Cutting Wheel 16"
Retail Price: $1475
Dealers Cost: $1107

AC/18-19 Tiger Jaw Serrated Chromium Cutting Wheel 18"
Retail Price: $1550
Dealers Cost: $1163

Attachments International
All asphalt cutters are made of High-Yield Strength, Quenched and Tempered Alloy Steel. Heavy-Duty cutters have 3/4” steel frames. Severe Service cutters have 1” steel frames.